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There were enormous numbers of controversies among public
around the applications of genetically modified (GM) crops in early
1990s, and no one could assume that over 90% of certain crops in
the U.S. agricultural fields would be genetically modified after only a
decade, in year 2000. Despite the fact that there are still organizations
that oppose GM crops or at least wish that the GM crop products be
appropriately and rightlylabeled, yet a new paradigm shift from GM
crop technology has emerged, as:plant synthetic biology”.

rates and decay rates of the transcription and repressor proteins. The
team used the green flourescence protein (GFP)color reportergeneto
observe the gene expression and decay as the GFP glows in the dart
upon its gene expression and stops glowing upon the decay of its gene
expression. While GFP gene has been previously expressed in many
plants via simple genetic engineering, the [4] experiment confirmed the
possibility of engineering the complete genetic circuits including a time
sensitive clock in plant cells.

Plant synthetic biology has been recently effectively applied in
embedding of completely artificial genetic code circuits into naturally
existing plants used as framework of “chassis” [1].

Then, another group of scientists [5] successfully developed a
well designed synthetic biology system of two communicating sets
of cells, one group of cells as the “sender” cells and the other group
as the “receiver” cells. By including the GFP gene in the system, they
successfyly observed the intracellular communications that mimics
eukaryotic organisms’ cell to cell communications.

The solid foundation of synthetic biology is rooted from the system
biology i.e. a technology that quantitatively characterizes the molecules
and the way that the networks of molecules behave [2].
While crop. genetic engineering deals with transfer of single
genes or a combination of single genes into a crop genome, the
synthetic biologyof cropsdeals with engineering-based principles
plus mathematical modeling for designing, constructing and testing
of a completely new crop genetic system for production of better
food, fiber, biofuels and value-added products such as polymers and
advanced biotech drugs. Therefore, synthetic biology requires bridging
of the expertise of molecular biologists, engineers, software developers
and mathematical modelers who can work together to understand how
the natural crop genetic circuits work together, and predict, fabricate
and incorporate its better options into the crops of interest.
In the conventional crop genetic engineering, the host plant
already has an operational network for most of the genetic codes that
naturally behave. In case of synthetic biology, the whole network is
synthetic. Therefore the fundamental differences between the two
are the “collection, application and modeling of the quantitative data
involved with the technology, and the fact that crop synthetic biology
approaches need engineering concepts and precise simple or complex
mathematical modeling [3].
The complexity of the mathematical modeling in synthetic biology
depends on the complexity of the coding circuits. For example,circuits
that consist of molecules such as transcription factors that control the
expression of other genes might require a more complex mathematical
modeling than a circuit consisting of pathway enzymes without the
involvement of transcription factors.
Microbial synthetic biology involves the synthesis and applications
of a whole circuit in microbes. As compared to microbial synthetic
biology, crop synthetic biology has the advantage of the fact that coding
circuits already exists in crops, and therefore it is possible to mimic
suchcircuits while developing a predicted advanced version of such
circuits.
Initially, a team of scientists [4] designed and successfully
engineered a plant genetic system with artificial oscillatory network
as an artificial clock using mathematical modeling for gene expression
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Via conventional genetic engineering, scientists have already
produced accumulated oil in tobacco and Arabidopsis vegetative tissues
either by overexpressing of the key enzyme that is associated with
lipid biosynthesis pathway [6] or by blocking of a chemical reaction
that causes lipid hydrolysis in plants [7]. It is expected that using an
advanced synthetic biology, scientists should be able to develop a crop
that contains a combination of artificial genetic coding circuits for lipid
biosynthesis along with regulatory systems that can produce such oil
only in the crop vegetative wastes. Studies of system biology of an oil
crop lipid metabolic pathway [8] must consist of the rational design of
each gene involved in the pathway, the pathway’s genetic systems and
the other systems of such oil crop for the purpose of producing oil. In
more advances in understanding of lipid metabolic pathway, thisshould
not be impossible because plants already contain the naturally existing
operational biological gene circuits with varying kinetic behaviors for
producing oil. Therefore, scientists can synthesizecircuits designed to
over-express some of the key genes and transcription factors that are
associated with lipid metabolic pathway.
However, unlike the single transgene genetic engineering
technology, the scientists working on plant synthetic biology for
producing a novel oil crop must first logically design the networks,
measure the stability of the networks’ steady-state, model their
behaviors, and finally assemble the system in form of genetic circuits
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with standardized appropriate parts, and with predictable and reliable
expected functions [9].

system designs [13], such as switches or promoters to turn on and off
the genes as they are required [2].

Because the synthesis of most metabolic pathways such as the one
for oil biosynthesis or for plant cell wall biosynthesis circuits are so
large, scientists working on such synthetic biology also need to use the
routine engineering techniques called“decoupling and abstraction”i.e.
breaking of the whole circuits into smaller modules or pieces, and
testing of each pieceprior to their assembly [2].

Synthetic biology of E. coli-producing butanol by Michelle Wang’s
team is a great example of the potential of the powerful synthetic
biology [14]. It is also encouraging to see the most recent advances
in comprehensive DNA assembly framework developed for plant
synthetic biology [1].

Like in engineering, the prefabricated parts such as DNA pieces
must be combined following the engineering rules of “assembly
standard” including speed, versatility, laboratory autonomy and full
combinational potential where the parts can become interchangeable.
Despite the above rules, the need for mathematical modeling of each
piece of the circuits or each prefabricated part is important in order to
assure the rationality of the designed genetic circuits [2].
Also, in an ideal 21st century affordable manufacturing scenario,
the pre-fabricated parts of any circuits should also be potentially used
in different synthetic biology hosts such as different crops.
A very powerful DNA assembly system called “Golden Braid” has
been used in plant synthetic biology research. This DNA assembly
system contains DNA building modules (parts) to be used in different
crop synthetic biology approaches, a system that can be optimized
for many uses. The Golden Braid DNA assembly modules arealready
commercially sold in form of a “tool kit” for their uses in plant synthetic
biology research [1].
The authors team used the techniques of RNAi genetic engineering
and produced a corn crop that its cell walls contains about 8% less
lignin, and therefore not only its stover could be converted into
fermentable sugars with less needs for pretreatment processes, but
also the energy saved by plants by producing less lignin was shifted to
producing more cellulose resulting in more fermentable sugars [10,11]
Using synthetic biology of corn crop, it might be possible to improve
the systen by first logically designing the circuits network, measuring
the stability of its steady-state, modelling their behaviors, and finally
assembling the system in form of genetic circuits with standardized
appropriate parts, and with predictable and reliable expected functions.
Therefore the crop synthetic biology is much more complicated, but
also more precise with better predictable results.

In using the plant synthetic biology, it is also possible to predict
the directed evolution and use such predictions to design novelcrops
similar to those selected in vivo for the best traits [15], or produce
novel cereal crops that can fix nitrogen, fix carbon more efficiently
with a much more effective photosynthesis, produce and store more
sugars, have water use efficiency, disease and pest resistance and more
nutritious seeds and vegetative tissues.
Despite all of its prmisses that potentially can advance the foold
and energy security and produce low-coss industrial products, there are
multiple challenges associated with the application of the crop synthetic
biology. The challenges are; (1) unavailability of most naturally existing
biological genetic pathway systems and the ambiguity of the certain
genes involved such as those in cell wall synthesis pathway [16] or
plant fatty acid biosynthesis and assembly pathways for oil production
[17], (2) limited and impeding ability to rationally designthelanguage
of the plants genetic system [18,19] and its gene circuits for the finest
predictable direct evolution, (3) the unpredictable evolution of the
genes’ regulatory sequences, and (4) the acceptance of synthetically
produced crops by the public.
While more fundamental research is needed to reduce most of
the above challenges, the author expects major public concerns on the
applications of synthetic biology. However, such concerns would lessen
as soon as the benefits of synthetic biology become more obvious to the
public. Public needs to become educated by social scientists and by the
media on the most humanitarian benefits of the system biology, such as
the one developed for the creation of the award winning anti-malarial
drug produced through synthetic microbes [20]. Such drug can save
millions of human lives in the developing nation where malaria is the
most cause death, especially in children.
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